R/C BOAT INTRUCTION

CHARGE THE BOAT BATTERY 5-6 HOURS

LAY BATTERY PACK IN REAR OF BOAT

Propeller Replacement
Each propeller has a letter stamped on it.
*Note-The right propeller nut is removed by turning
it clockwise, (turn to the right to remove).
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1.) Install the batteries in the bottom of the Remote Controller. The sticker
under the cover shows the correct placement of the batteries. Lights should
turn on if batteries are inserted correct.

L-Left Propeller

R-Right Propeller

2.) Screw the metal transmitter antenna into the remote controller. Extend the
antenna out half of the way for testing distance, then fully extended for full distance.
3.) Lay the Yellow Boat Battery in the holder inside the hull of the boat, and plug
in connectors. (if they do not fit easily then turn the plug around)
4.) Slide the plastic antenna with the flag over the boat antenna, (the long wire

RC BOAT FACTS
For Fish Fun Co. RC Boats:
1. Battery Charging Time 5-6 Hours. Longer May Damage .
2. Running Boat Continuously Can Result In Burning Out A Motor.
3. Boat Not Running Properly Usually Indicates The Battery is Low.
4. Do Not Allow The Antenna To Drag In The Water.
5. Replacement propeller’s have a L-for Left and R– for Right.
6. Avoid weedy areas, the boat could get stuck.
7. Avoid water conditions that are too rough, and windy conditions.
8. Only use a small hook when using the boat to pull in fish to avoid the risk of
a big fish taking control of the boat.
9. Tip-Only extend the remote controller antenna out 3/4 so if you drive the
boat out of range you can extend the antenna fully for extra range to retrieve
boat.
10. When boat slows down then recharge the battery.

Fix a Motor Sticking

OBSERVE SAFTEY FIRST!
1. Children should not operate the “RC FISHN’ POLE” without adult supervision.
2. Keep fingers/hair away from motors.
3. Keep fingers/hair away from Propellers.
4. Keep small parts away from children.
5. Children should wear life vests around water.

on the boat). Lightly push the end into the black grommet on the boat. Tie a
small knot at the top to keep from slipping off.

BEFORE RUNNING CHECKLIST
1.) Lights on Remote Controller?
2. ) Ni-Cd battery i s fully charged, 5-6 hours, and securely plugged in? For
best results charge the battery the night before or day of use of the boat.
Battery should feel warm after a full 6 hour charge.
3.) Hatch’s secured?
4.) Push boat on-off button to the on position.
5.) Is anyone on your frequency in the same area. Two boats with the same
frequency will not operate at the same time?
Important Safety Instructions
1.) Never charge the batteries for more than 5 to 6 hours or you will damage
their ability to hold a charge.
2.) Do not run your fun boat at full speed for more than 5 minutes as the engines
could over heat and become damaged. Always rest the engines after a high speed
run.
3.) Keep hair and fingers away from motors and propellers.

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
YOU CAN AVOID SIMPLE TECHNICAL ISSUES.
BOAT BATTERY CHARGING TIME 5-6 HOURS
8 AA BATTERIES MUST BE PUT IN THE REMOTE CONTROLLER
PROPERLLY IN ORDER FOR THE REMOTE TO WORK. THREE
LIGHTS MEANS THE REMOTE IS ON, AND REMOTE IS READY.
Please call us for any technical issues, as most are usually easy
to troubleshoot with our customer support.
For replacement parts, see our Q/A Page at
www.RcFishingWorld.com
Call for Support:
USA: 1-734-502-8796
Toll Free: 1-877-RC-FISH2

